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ABSTRACT 

This paper present,s ii n o d  approar:h far sketch-lxiserl i n -  
iige ret,rieval hiwcd on low-lwei feat,ures. It. roal~les niciuiur- 
ing the sinriliirit,,v intiong full color I,iulti-coirrpuneiit iirmgaa 
nitlriri a datahaw (models) and simple black a r i d  w h i k  USCL 

sketcircd qucries. It ne& no cost intrrisive inrirKe srgnien- 
tntion St,rong edges 01 the model inmge and morphoiogi- 
caliy thinned version of the qnery image ire used for ittuxge 
abst.raction. Angular-radial rlecounposition of pixels i n  the 
ahstract inmges is used tu extract new compact, and iiHiiie 

invariant features. Coinparat,ive results, srnpioying an a r t  
dati~1,ilsa (ArT BANK), show significant inrpmvcment. in 
Averiige N o r n d i z r d  hlodificd R e t r i e d  Rank (ANMRK) 
using the proposed features. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of Internet and digital imaging devices 
such as scanners and digital cameras there is widespread 
access to virtually unliinited multimedia information. IOL- 
age is one of the most important part of such data. Image 
retrieval from multimedia databases is still a n  open problem 
[ I ,  21. There are many popular image retrieval techniques 
currently being used with different technologies. Represen- 
tative content-based systems are Blobworld [3], QBIC [4], 
FourEyes 151, MetaSEEk and VisualSEEk [6, 71. 

In sketch-based image r e t r i e d ,  where the  query ex- 
ample is a rough and simple black and white hand-drawn 
sketch, color and texture lose their original abilities to serve 
as the content key. Visual shape descriptors are useful in 
sketch-based image retrieval only when the model and the 
query images contain one object in a plain background [8]. 
In multiple-object scenes, object layout is a powerful tool, 
but object extraction and segmentation costs together with 
rotation variance introduce major drawbacks. 

A huge nuniber of researchers have considered the prot- 
lern of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) while very few 
have addressed sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR). The 
work of Hirata and Kato, Query by Visual Example (QVE) 
[9], focuses solely on this problem. IBM has adopted a mod- 
ified version of the approach in its QBIC: system. In this 
approach thc query and the target images are resized to 
64 x 64 pixels and measuring the similarity is performed 
using a block correlation scheme. The approach does not 
allow indexing and is computationally expensive. Although 
the method can tolerate small local rotations, it is not r a t a  
tion invariant and does not allow for large global rotations. 

0-7S03-8554-3/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE. 

The edge histograni descriptor (EHD) was proposed in 
thc visual part of the h'iPEC:-7 standard [IO]. It originally 
consists of a n  8n-bin histograni. A given image is dividcd 
into 16 sub-insrges (4 x 4) first, local edge histograms are 
Lhen coinpul,sd for each snhintage hasrd on the strength nf 
fivc diKererit. edges (vcrtical, horizontal, 45" diagonal, 115" 
diagonal, and isotropic). S. Won e t  al. proposed the elficient, 
w e  of t,he descript.or by extending t.he histograni to 150 
bins [ll]. The exkndrd histograms itre obtained by further 
grouping thc inmgc hlocks into 13 clusters (4 vert,icd, 4 
horizontal, a d  5 square clusters). A 65-hin sem-glohal 
hi&ograrn and a 5-bin global histogram are added to tiinkc a 
150-lin histugmnr. The EHD is basically ir!tended for gray- 
image to gray-inmge matciiing but changing the int,ernal 
pm"ieter l h e d g e ,  a threshold for cdge cxtraction, could 
make it applicable for black and white queries in sketch- 
based retrieval. 

The 2-D Fourier transform i n  polar coordinates is  
employed for shape description. Its supremacy over 1- 
D Fourier descriptors, curvature scale space descriptor 
(MPEG-7 contour-based shape descriptor) arid Zernike rn- 
ments (MPEG-7 region-based descriptor) has been shown 
in [U]. Polar Fourier descriptor (PFD) is extracted from 
frequency domain by exploiting two-dimensional Fourier 
transform on polar roster sampled image. It is able to cap 
ture image features in  both radial and spiral directions [lZ]. 

This paper focuses on the problem of finding image fea- 
tures, invariant to scale, translation, and rotation, which 
can be used efficiently in sketch-bosed retrieval. We also 
eliminate any constraint regarding the number of objects 
arid the existerice of any background. In other words, 
the images may have several objects in an  inhomogeneous 
background. Applications for this approach include image 
search engines, in particular, for art gallery search or wet- 
based image search. Image abstraction and spatial decom- 
position are used for feature extraction. An art image ex- 
perimental database, called ArT BANK, hus been devel- 
oped and employed fo,r test in this study. Average Narmal- 
ized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR), which is defined 
in MPEG-7 standard [13], is used for performance evalua- 
tion. 

The details of the proposed approach are discussed in 
the next section. Section 3 exhibits experimentai results, 
evaluation, and discussion. Section 4 concludes the paper 
and poses some new directions. 
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2. ABSTRACT IMAGE DECOMPOSITION 
AND TRANSFORM (AIDT) 

The main object.ivc of the proposed approxh  is t,o trans- 
form the iinagc dat.a into a new structurc thiit support,s 
measuring the sindarit,y between a full color image and a 
black a n d  wlrit,e hand-drawn simple sketch. The proposed 
algorithm is scale, t,ranslal,ion and rotation invariant. 

The edge map of an image carries the solid structure o f  
the image independent of t,he color al,tributes. Its applica 
hility is well known in coiriput,sr vision, palt,ern recognit,iori 
nod image retrieval. Edges are also proven lo  he a funrla- 
incntd primitive of an iiuago for the preservatiori of both 
the seinant,ics and the perceived allribut,es. Forthermore, 
i n  sketch-ha.& image ret,rievid, it is 1.he most useful fcL.at,ure 
that can be emplqyed for itiiitching purposees 1141. 

According tu lhe aysnurption that, sketchcd queries are 
inow similar t.o the edge maps, which cont,sin only the per- 
cept.ivc and vigorous edges, we obtain t,wo abstract. images 
l~hmugli the st,rong edges o f  tlre model image and rising the 
t h i n i d  vcrsion of thc query image. Tltc proposed feiiiures 
are thcn extraded from tlre derived d>st,ract images. 

The full color model image is init,iiilly convertcd to a 
g r q  intensity imsge I ,  by eliminating tlic hue and satora- 
lion while retaining the Iurninance. The edges are then ex- 
t,racted using the Canny operator with r = 1 and Gaussian 
niask of size = 9 using the following procedure for clepicling 
the most perccived edgcs. 

The values of high and low t,hresliolds for the niagnitude 
of thc pot,ential edge points are autoinntically computed 
in such a way that only the st,rong edges reniain. This 
improves the general resernblance of the resulted edge map 
and the hand drawn query. In order lo  depict strong edges, 
let G he the Gaussian 1-D filter and g be the derivative of 
the Gaussian used in the Canny edge operator. Then 

H ( k )  = C ( i ) g ( k  + 1 - i) 

is the 1-D convolution of the Gaussian and its derivat,ive. 

for U = 1,2 ,3 , .  . . U  and 'U = 1 , 2 , 3 , .  . . V, are the vertical 
and horizontal edge maps respectively. U is the number of 
rows and V i s  the number of columns in the image I .  The ' 
notation indicates matrix transpose. The magnitude of the 
edge points is then obtained as 

For efficient selection of the  high and low thresholds, 
we then make a 64-bin cuniulative histograin of the r (u ,u )  
values and find the minimum index L in this cumulative 
histogram that  is grater than a * U * V ,  where a denotes 
the percentage of non-edge points in the image (a  = 0.7 
is an adequate choice for many images). To retain strong 
edges of the image, * L is selected as the high threshold 

Model Image = I  

= 3 .  
paraneter on tlre Cnniiy edges at  

- = 2  
Fig. 1. The effect of 
m e  of the art work images 

=o*w 

0;" 

Fia. 2. Angular-riLIlial vnrt,it,iouiog to N angular and - - 
M rivlihl sectors where k = O1 l , 2 . .  . A 1  - 1 and i = 
0 ,1 ,2  . . .  N -  1 

value and 0.4 * L i s  used for the low threshold value in the 
Canny edge operator. is a parameter that  controls the 
degree of the strength of the edge points. Higher ' s  lead 
t o  lower number of edge points hut  more percept,ive ones 
(see Fig. 1). Conscquently, the gray image I is converted 
t o  edge image P using the Canny edge operator exploiting 
the above automatic extraded thresholds. 

For query images, the procedure of black and while mor- 
phological thinning is applied t o  extract a thinned version 
of the sketched image. This image, namely Q, shows an 
outline of the query and contains the main structure of the 
uscr request. It contains spatial distribution of pixels simi- 
lar t o  the strong edge map of the model image P. 

The bounding box of P and Q images are then normal- 
ized to J x J pixels, using nearest neighbor interpolation. 
The  proposed normalization of P and Q images ensures the 
scale and translation invariant properties. The resulting 
images are called abstract image R and used for the feature 
extraction scheme. 

Based on the fact that  any rotation of a given image, 
with respect to its center, moves a pixel a t  (p ,  ) to a new 
position a t  (p,  + T ) ,  we define a set of adjacent sectors in 
the  abstract image R. In the fallowing, we consider pixels 
n ( p ,  ) to be either equal to "1" for edge pixels or "0" for 
non-edge pixels. 

The algorithm uses the surrounding circle of R for par- 
titioning it to A{ x N sectors, where M is thc number of 
radial partitions and N is the number of angular partitions. 
The angle between adjacent angular partitions is = Zn/N 
and the radius of successive concentric circles is p = RIM 
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wherc R is the radius of the surrounding circle or the image 
(see Fig. 2 ) .  

The number or edge points in each sector of I is chosen 
t,o represent t,hc sector feature. The scale invariant iriinge 
feature is then { f ( k , i ) )  where 

w- 
o+ =Lp 

f(k>d = R(P> 1 (1) 

for k = 0 ,  ~ 2 . .  .nr - I XKI i = n, I , z . .  . N - I .  l'he 
features extracted nliovr will he circularly shifted w l ~ n  the 
iinagc R is rotatcd T = l l i i / N  radians ( 1  = 0,1,2.. . ). To 
show thisl let R dcimte the ahst.ract ittiage (1 aftcr rotatioil 
by 7 radians in count,crclockwise direction: 

(0, 1 = WJ, - 7 ) .  (2) 

I ( k , i )  = (1  (P ,  1 0)  

Tilerl, w* 

o=yf =+E 

A X  the image feature clrutents for (1 for the srliiie 1: and  I. 
we CBI1 cxpress f as 

= f ( k , i - l )  

where i - 1  is a modulo hl subtraction. It nieaiis that there 
is a circular shift (for individual k's) in the iniage features 
{ f (k,;)} conipnred to the image fcatores {J(k,i)] repre- 
senting R and i7 respectively. 

Using I-D discrete Fourier transforni of J(k,i) and 
J (k,i) for each k we obtain 

F ( k , u )  = &ELo' j ( k , i ) e  

F ( k , u )  = ' E N  ,=I) ' j ( k , i ) e  ' Z n u t / N  

= & cf"=o' f ( k , i  - 1)" j 2 r " * / N  (5) 

= & ~3 1 j ( k , &  jZnu(i+l)/N 

= e j z q " V N ~ ( h , ~ ) ,  

Becauseofthe property IF(k,u)l = IF (k,u)I,  thescale 
and rotation invariant image features are chosen as T = 
(IF(k,u)l} fork  = 0, 1,2 ... M -  1 and u = 0 , 1 , 2 .  . _  N -  1. 

Choosing a mediun-size sector (e.g. M = 7 and N = 
10) makes the invariant image feature T to he robust to 
other small variations as well (i.e. translation, erosion arid 
occlusion). This is based on the fact that the number of 
edge pixels in such sectors varies slowly with such varia- 
tions. Fig. 3 shows an example of R iriiage superimposed 
with angular-radial partitions. 

The similarity between images is measured by the 8, 
(Manhattan) distance between the two corresponding fea- 
ture vectors. Experimental results (Section 3) confirm the 
robustness and efficacy of the extracted features. 

Fig.  3. An exaoiple of abstract iniagc R and tlic Aiigulsr- 
radial partitions used for thc feature extraction 

3. EXP'Ell lhlENTAI.  R U L ' L ' I ' S  A K I )  
EVALIIATION 

This section prcseiits experiiuental results using Llre ~ i e w  
proposcd algorithm iii coniparisoii with three other metti- 
otls known f m n  the literature. We itlade a collection of 
rliflerent niodcl and query images called ArT BANK. Cor- 
reJit,ly, it, cantaim 3600 full color images of viirious sizes i n  
the nrodel part and 220 sketches i n  its query part. linages 
in the model part are iiiostly art. works aht.ained from the 
World Art Kiosk at. Caiifornia State University. Each image 
was rotated 45', DO0, M", 180", 2Z0, 270' and 315" and  
put, i n  the datahilije. lmaglgus iii the qricry part are black and 
white images, which arc draft sketches drawtt hy diffccrent, 
suhjccls similar t o  55 arbitrary caudidatcs from the nrodcl 
part and t,lieir rotated vcrsioiis (OO", 180" and 270'). This 
is to evitluate rotation invariance property and to simulate 
different vertical and liorizoiital directions when posing a 
sketched query to thc retrieval system. Fig. 4 shows an 
example of sketched image and the correspoiiding model 
Inrage. 

The ArT BANK was used as the test bed for the fol- 
lowing four approaches: the proposed AIDT method (Sec- 
tionZ), the QVE approach, as it used in the QBIC system 
[4], MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor (EHD) [Ill,  and the 
polar Fourier descriptor (PFD) approach 1121. All methods 
were tested using the iniages in thc query part as input 
queries while regarding the images $the model part as 
database entries. 

In the AIDT method (Section 2), we applied izI = 7, 
N = 10, = 3, and J = 129 resulting in a 7CLentry fea- 
ture vector T. For the EHD method, desired_num.oj.blocks 
was set to 1100 and Th,d,, set to I 1  (the default values) 
far the model images and Th,d,, was set 0 for the queries 
since they are binary images. A 150-bin histogram was ob- 
tained in this approach employing local, sem-glohal and 
global histograms. We followed the algorithm given in [I21 
to obtain a 6CLbin feature vector in PFD approach. The 
quantization stage in the EHD method was dropped to put 
all methods in a similar footing. 

The el distance was used for measuring the similar- 
ity between image features of the MPEG-7 edge histogram 
descriptor (EHD) approach and of the proposed AIDT 
method. For the EHD method a weighting factor of 5 far 
global bins, as recommended in [ I l l ,  was applied. Euclid- 
ian distance (&) was exploited for measuring the similar- 
ity between PFD features [I21 and global correlation factor 
was employed for measuring the similarity between images 
in the QVE method 141. The generated vectors of AIDT, 
EHD, and PFD methods are used to represent the images. 
Average Nornialiaed Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR), 
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k 
Fig. 4. An exaniPle of sketched image (left) and corre- 

ANMRR 0.4918 

sponding uiudel im& (right) 

0.4112 0.3935 0.3501 

Dr. Nargess Yasini, Andrew Mairi nod Klmdijelc hloosavian 
who kindly help us producing sketched queries. The first 
author is financially supported hy the Ministry of Science, 
Research, and Tcchnology of Iran. 
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